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The Folded Clock
"I don't remember being born. I was a very ugly child. My appearance has not
improved so I guess it was a lucky break when he was attracted by my
youthfulness. So begins the wrenching diary of Minnie Goetze, a fifteen-year-old
girl longing for love and acceptance and struggling with her own precocious
sexuality. After losing her virginity to her mother s boyfriend, Minnie pursues a
string of sexual encounters (with both boys and girls) while experimenting with
drugs and developing her talents as an artist. Unsupervised and unguided by her
aloof and narcissistic mother, Minnie plunges into a defenseless, yet fearless
adolescence. While set in the libertine atmosphere of 1970s San Francisco, Minnie
s journey to understand herself and her world is universal- this is the story of an
young woman troubled by the discontinuity between what she thinks and feels and
what she observes in those around her. Acclaimed cartoonist and author Phoebe
Gloeckner serves up a deft blend of visual and verbal narrative in her complex
presentation of a pivotal year in a girl s life, recounted in diary pages and
illustrations, with full narrative sequences in comics form. The Diary of a Teenage
Girl

The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian
University life isn't what Caitlin expected. Her roommate Liz is hostile to her faith -tormenting her with raunchy music and sleazy boyfriends. Worst of all, suddenly
Caitlin doesn't understand herself anymore. Why has she regressed to being the
shy, insecure girl she was in junior high? She doesn't even fit in with her new
Christian fellowship group! Caitlin tries not to envy Josh and her friends at Christian
colleges, but suddenly all she has are questions and few answers. In the story of
Caitlin O'Conner's soul, this frustrating year is the most significant one yet, as the
homesick freshman eventually remembers there is one companion she can always
trust. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Notes to Myself
When Heidi Julavits rediscovered her childhood diaries, she hoped to find in them
proof that she was always destined to be a writer. Instead, The actual diaries
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revealed me to possess the mind of a phobic tax auditor. The entries are daily
chronicles of anxieties about grades, looks, boys, and popularity.

Open Book
Redemption has made it to the bestseller chart, but what Chloe and the girls need
most is some downtime to sift through the usual high school stress with grades,
friends, guys, and the prom. Chloe struggles to recover from a serious crush on the
band leader of Iron Cross. Then, just as an unexpected romance catches
Redemption by surprise, Caitlin O'Conner - whose relationship with Josh is taking
on a new dimension - joins the tour as their chaperone. Chloe's wild ride only
speeds up, and this one-of-a-kind musician faces the fact that life may never be
normal again. Monday, June 13 prepare my heart for the storm / keep me safe,
keep me warm / heap those bags, around my heart / build that wall, before it starts
/ pile them up, and pile them high / keep me safe, keep me dry / before the waves
come rushing in / Lord, please, make me strong again Chloe, Allie, and Laura split
their time between “normal” high school life—going to classes, attending
prom—and touring as Redemption, a rising new Christian band. When Allie’s mom
needs to bow out of their summer tour, Caitlin O’Conner fills in as chaperone. And
a good thing, too. Caitlin is the perfect person to have around as Chloe’s feelings
for the handsome lead singer of Iron Cross continue to grow. Amid a grueling
concert schedule, Chloe realizes that attraction is a powerful and even dangerous
force. But when death hits close to home, Chloe’s heart is slammed by another
emotion: guilt. In good times and bad, with blessing and temptation, and especially
when things spin out of control, trusting God is the challenge. ’Cause there comes
a time when we all have to face the music. Story Behind the Book Chloe and her
band, Redemption, are being given amazing opportunities, but with it comes the
responsibility of serving God wholeheartedly. In this book, perhaps more than the
others in the Diary series, Chloe begins to grasp what sort of ministry (not just a
music career) that God is calling her to. As an author, I travel a similar road. I am
constantly weighing my "art/craft" against what God is pressing on my heart to
write, while striving to be authentic and uncompromising.

This Is Going to Hurt
A NATIONAL BESTSELLER “Exquisite and harrowing.” —New York Times Book
Review “This electrifying, gorgeously written memoir will hold you captive until the
last word.” —People NAMED A BEST FALL BOOK BY People * Refinery29 *
Entertainment Weekly * BuzzFeed * NPR’s On Point * Town & Country * Real Simple
* New York Post * Palm Beach Post * Toronto Star * Orange Country Register *
Bustle * Bookish * BookPage * Kirkus* BBC Culture* Debutiful A daughter’s tale of
living in the thrall of her magnetic, complicated mother, and the chilling
consequences of her complicity. On a hot July night on Cape Cod when Adrienne
was fourteen, her mother, Malabar, woke her at midnight with five simple words
that would set the course of both of their lives for years to come: Ben Souther just
kissed me. Adrienne instantly became her mother’s confidante and helpmate,
blossoming in the sudden light of her attention, and from then on, Malabar came to
rely on her daughter to help orchestrate what would become an epic affair with her
husband’s closest friend. The affair would have calamitous consequences for
everyone involved, impacting Adrienne’s life in profound ways, driving her into a
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precarious marriage of her own, and then into a deep depression. Only years later
will she find the strength to embrace her life—and her mother—on her own terms.
Wild Game is a brilliant, timeless memoir about how the people close to us can
break our hearts simply because they have access to them, and the lies we tell in
order to justify the choices we make. It’s a remarkable story of resilience, a
reminder that we need not be the parents our parents were to us.

Devotedly
Delia begins to believe she is the reincarnation of a slain girl whose diary she
discovers in her school locker, and whose murderer is now stalking her. Original.

Notes from a Spinning Planet--Mexico
In the fictional Diary of a Teenage Girl, sixteen-year-old Caitlin O'Conner reveals
the inner workings of a girl caught between childhood and womanhood an empty
life without Christ and a meaningful one with Him. Through Caitlin's candid journal
entries we see her grapple with such universal teen issues as peer pressure,
loyalty, conflict with parents, the longing for a boyfriend, and her own spirituality.
Readers will laugh and cry with Caitlin as she struggles toward self-discovery and
understanding God's plan for her life. And they'll be deeply moved by her
surprising commitment regarding dating.

Becoming Alice
A collection of the author's lesser-known writings includes stories, personal
reminiscences, previously deleted excerpts from her diary, and an unfinished novel
composed while she was hidden from the Nazis.

My Name Is Chloe
This box set includes three titles from the Diary of a Teenage Girl series by bestselling author Melody Carlson. Becoming Me In the fictional Diary of a Teenage Girl,
sixteen-year-old Caitlin O'Conner reveals the inner workings of a girl caught
between childhood and womanhood an empty life without Christ and a meaningful
one with Him. Through Caitlin's candid journal entries we see her grapple with such
universal teen issues as peer pressure, loyalty, conflict with parents, the longing
for a boyfriend, and her own spirituality. It's My Life Caitlin O'Conner faces new
trials as she grows in her faith and strives to maintain the recent commitments
she's made to God. As a new believer, Caitlin begins her summer job and makes
preparations for a Mexico mission trip with her church youth group. Torn between
new spiritual directions and loyalty to Beanie, her best friend (now pregnant),
Caitlin searches out her personal values on friendship, romance, dating, life goals,
and key relationships with God and family. Tough choices threaten her progress,
and her year climaxes in her realization that maturity sometimes means lifeimpacting decisions must be made by faith alone. Who I Am It's challenging
enough to be a normal high school senior -- but Caitlin O'Conner has a host of new
difficulties to deal with in the third book of Melody Carlson's widely popular and
fascinating teen series. Time is critical to help the orphans in Mexico, missionsPage 3/15
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minded Caitlin believes, but Mom and Dad are set on her attending college.
Meanwhile, her relationship with Josh takes on a serious tone via e-mail -threatening her commitment to "kiss dating goodbye." When Beanie begins dating
an African-American, Caitlin's concern over dating seems to be misread as racism.
One thing is obvious: God is at work through this dynamic girl in very real but
puzzling ways. A soul-stretching time of racial reconciliation at school and within
her church helps her discover God's will as never before.

It's My Life
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist
growing up on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future into
his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white
farm town high school where the only other Indian is the school mascot.
Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a PartTime Indian, which is based on the author's own experiences, coupled with
poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the
contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as he attempts to break
away from the life he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak,
interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art
throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and collectors alike.

Diary of a Teenage Girl
A teen plunges into a downward spiral of addiction in this classic cautionary tale.
January 24th After you’ve had it, there isn't even life without drugs… It started
when she was served a soft drink laced with LSD in a dangerous party game.
Within months, she was hooked, trapped in a downward spiral that took her from
her comfortable home and loving family to the mean streets of an unforgiving city.
It was a journey that would rob her of her innocence, her youth—and ultimately her
life. Read her diary. Enter her world. You will never forget her. For thirty-five years,
the acclaimed, bestselling first-person account of a teenage girl’s harrowing decent
into the nightmarish world of drugs has left an indelible mark on generations of
teen readers. As powerful—and as timely—today as ever, Go Ask Alice remains the
definitive book on the horrors of addiction.

Anne Frank
Chloe, Josh Miller's younger sister, is a free spirit with funky clothes and dramatic
hair. She struggles with her own identity, classmates, parents, boys, and -- her
biggest question -- whether or not God is for real. But this unconventional high
school freshman definitely doesn't hold back when she meets Him in a big,
personal way. Refusing to change her image to fit into the "stereotypical Christian
preppy mold," Chloe expresses God's love and grace through the girl band she
forms, Redemption. In her development as a musician and performer, tenderhearted Chloe will learn tough lessons about following God, her heart, and her
dreams. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Who I Am
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In this emotional sequel to Diary of a Teenage Girl, Caitlin O'Conner faces new
trials as she grows in her faith and strives to maintain the recent commitments
she's made to God. As a new believer, Caitlin begins her summer job and makes
preparations for a Mexico mission trip with her church youth group. Torn between
new spiritual directions and loyalty to Beanie, her best friend (now pregnant),
Caitlin searches out her personal values on friendship, romance, dating, life goals,
and key relationships with God and family. Tough choices threaten her progress,
and her year climaxes in her realization that maturity sometimes means lifeimpacting decisions must be made by faith alone. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

That Was Then
This Is Now It’s Kim’s senior year and, while everyone’s looking forward to
graduation, she’s got so much going on she can barely make it through the day.
Natalie, pregnant with Benjamin O’Conner’s baby, believes it’s God’s will for them
to marry, and Ben sees it as his Christian responsibility to do so. Major red flag? He
doesn’t love her. Then–surprise! Kim’s birth mother in Korea sends her an
intriguing letter, making Kim question her reluctance to get to know another
“mom.” And what about Maya? Is God calling Kim and her father to open their
hearts and home to Kim’s biracial cousin whose mother was just sentenced to five
years in state prison? Kim has been through so much already, but that was then …
Does she have enough faith for now? Saturday, November 11 I’ve talked to Nat
twice this week. But only on the phone. Both times she just glossed over what
happened last weekend. She told me everything was “fine.” But without any
details. It was the kind of reassurance that isn’t reassuring at all. I know she’s
covering something up. That was thenKim Peterson has had a lot going on the past
few years: writing a teen advice column, finding a new faith, dating and breaking
up for the first time, losing her mom to cancerKim has learned to turn it all over to
God day by day, relying on Him like she never has before. Now Kim’s best friend,
Nat, is pregnant and soon to be married to Ben O’Conner, Caitlin’s younger
brother. Nat is starry-eyed, believing that once she and Ben are married, God will
bless them and everything will work out because they’re doing the right thing.
Kim’s not so sure. Is marriage the only solution for two seventeen-year-olds with a
baby on the way? Why won’t they consider adoption? Kim knows about that
firsthand–and is about to find out even more… Reader’s guide included Story
Behind the Book “In book four, Kim’s life is still shadowed by the loss of her
mother, but her faith is deepening. My best friend lost her mother to cancer in high
school, and I was very involved in counseling, encouraging, and praying with my
friend as she worked through her grief. That experience helped me write Kim’s
story from an insider’s perspective.” – Melody Carlson

The Bunker Diary
Traces the life of a young Jewish girl who kept a diary during the two years she and
her family hid from the Germans in an Amsterdam attic.

Let Me Tell You How I Died
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Finding Alice
Diary of a Pastor's Soul tells the story of a fictionalized pastor, embarking on his
final year before retirement, who reflects on the experiences and relationships that
have formed his vocation and shaped his soul over a lifetime of pastoral ministry.
Drawing on his own experiences, seasoned pastor Craig Barnes invites readers to
embrace the life lessons of a pastor who has been formed by his failures and his
fleeting moments of glory, but most of all by discovering the holy in the routine but
often quirky duties of being a parish pastor. Through 52 weekly thematic entries,
Barnes presents spirituality in narrative form through a collection of interwoven
stories about learning to love others with curiosity, amazement, vulnerability, and
most of all gratitude for the grace found in flawed lives. Barnes's fictionalized diary
approach creatively shows how the pastoral vocation forms mind, heart, and soul,
helping pastors make sense of their own calling. With unvarnished honesty, this
book eloquently illustrates a lifetime of ministry, revealing how "the Holy haunts
the landscape of life."

Road Trip
Becoming a local hit after a long period of ostracism, Chloe Miller and her fellow
Christian band members find themselves questioning who their true friends are
and face difficult choices when their Nashville schedule conflicts with their family
and school. Original.

Sold Out
Seventeen-almost eighteen-year-old Caitlin O'Conner finds herself trying to make it
through her senior year, struggling with difficult decisions and discovering the
constant, unwaivering love of God.

Becoming
Madison Chase’s holiday break is drawing to a close and she’s eager to leave the
gray Washington winter and join her Aunt Sid on a warm vacation to Cabo San
Lucas, Mexico. Maddie is pleasantly surprised when her good friend Ryan McIntire
shows up to enjoy the trip with them, and she looks forward to spending time with
him. But when Ryan runs into his high school crush, the beautiful Shelby Wagner,
Maddie’s jealousy threatens to spoil their sun-drenched days. Unsure of her
relationship with Ryan, Maddie distracts herself by befriending a local girl,
Francesca Tarrago, who is both intelligent and hardworking but lives in deep
poverty. As Maddie does what she can to help Francesca, she discovers a secret
that Shelby has been keeping from all of them. Can Maddie put aside her conflicted
feelings and love Shelby enough to help her? This third book in the Notes from a
Spinning Planet series invites young women to the romantic beaches of Mexico to
explore a love deeper than simple affection and the meaning of true sacrifice.

Becoming Me
In a life filled with meaning and accomplishment, Michelle Obama has emerged as
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one of the most iconic and compelling women of our era. As First Lady of the
United States of America, she helped create the most welcoming and inclusive
White House in history. With unerring honesty and lively wit, she describes her
triumphs and her disappointments, both public and private. A deeply personal
reckoning of a woman of soul and substance who has steadily defied expectations.

A Life's Work
A must-read for parents, new teachers, and classroom veterans, Educating Esmé is
the exuberant diary of Esmé Raji Codell’s first year teaching in a Chicago public
school. Fresh-mouthed and free-spirited, the irrepressible Madame Esmé—as she
prefers to be called—does the cha-cha during multiplication tables, roller-skates
down the hallways, and puts on rousing performances with at-risk students in the
library. Her diary opens a window into a real-life classroom from a teacher’s
perspective. While battling bureaucrats, gang members, abusive parents, and her
own insecurities, this gifted young woman reveals what it takes to be an
exceptional teacher. Heroine to thousands of parents and educators, Esmé now
shares more of her ingenious and yet down-to-earth approaches to the classroom
in a supplementary guide to help new teachers hit the ground running. As relevant
and iconoclastic as when it was first published, Educating Esmé is a classic, as is
Madame Esmé herself.

Anne Frank
A New York Times Book Review Notable Book, A Life’s Work: On Becoming a
Mother is multi-award-winning author Rachel Cusk’s honest memoir that captures
the life-changing wonders of motherhood. Selected by the New York Times as one
of the 50 Best Memoirs of the Past 50 Years The experience of motherhood is an
experience in contradiction. It is commonplace and it is impossible to imagine. It is
prosaic and it is mysterious. It is at once banal, bizarre, compelling, tedious, comic,
and catastrophic. To become a mother is to become the chief actor in a drama of
human existence to which no one turns up. It is the process by which an ordinary
life is transformed unseen into a story of strange and powerful passions, of love
and servitude, of confinement and compassion. In a book that is touching,
hilarious, provocative, and profoundly insightful, novelist Rachel Cusk attempts to
tell something of an old story set in a new era of sexual equality. Cusk’s account of
a year of modern motherhood becomes many stories: a farewell to freedom, sleep,
and time; a lesson in humility and hard work; a journey to the roots of love; a
meditation on madness and mortality; and most of all a sentimental education in
babies, books, toddler groups, bad advice, crying, breastfeeding, and never being
alone. “Funny and smart and refreshingly akin to a war diary—sort of Apocalypse
Baby NowA Life’s Work is wholly original and unabashedly true.”—The New York
Times Book Review

Diary of a Pastor's Soul
After signing a contract with a major recording company, Redemption's dreams are
coming true. Chloe, Allie, and Laura begin their concert tour with the good-looking
guys in the popular band Iron Cross. Allie's mom and her brother with Down's
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syndrome add a little variety to their entourage. But as soon as the glitz and
glamour wear off, the girls find life on the road a little overwhelming. Even solid,
well-balanced Laura appears to be feeling the stress - and Chloe isn't quite sure
how to confront her about the growing signs of drug addiction we want it all, or so
we say / but what gets lost along the way? / along the road to riches, fame / we
know we’ll never be the same The guys in Iron Cross occupy Chloe’s thoughts a
little more than she cares to admit. Still, life on the road gets less and less
glamorous and more and more overwhelming–especially when solid, well-balanced
Laura begins acting strange. Her hostility toward Chloe’s concern makes the girls
wonder how much longer they can keep their act together Story Behind the Book
Over the years, I have worn many hats, from pre-school teacher to Young Life
leader to political activist to senior editor. But most of all I love to write! In the past
few years, I have published more than ninety books for children, teens, and adults.
I hope the Diary of a Teenage Girl series will impact the lives of teens through an
honest and gutsy approach of a "diary style" book.

Black Like Me Teacher Guide
The #1 New York Times Bestseller Jessica reveals for the first time her inner
monologue and most intimate struggles. Guided by the journals she's kept since
age fifteen, and brimming with her unique humor and down-to-earth humanity,
Open Book is as inspiring as it is entertaining. This was supposed to be a very
different book. Five years ago, Jessica Simpson was approached to write a
motivational guide to living your best life. She walked away from the offer, and
nobody understood why. The truth is that she didn’t want to lie. Jessica couldn’t be
authentic with her readers if she wasn’t fully honest with herself first. Now
America’s Sweetheart, preacher’s daughter, pop phenomenon, reality tv pioneer,
and the billion-dollar fashion mogul invites readers on a remarkable journey,
examining a life that blessed her with the compassion to help others, but also
burdened her with an almost crippling need to please. Open Book is Jessica
Simpson using her voice, heart, soul, and humor to share things she’s never shared
before. First celebrated for her voice, she became one of the most talked-about
women in the world, whether for music and fashion, her relationship struggles, or
as a walking blonde joke. But now, instead of being talked about, Jessica is doing
the talking. Her book shares the wisdom and inspirations she’s learned and shows
the real woman behind all the pop-culture cliché’s — “chicken or fish,” “Daisy
Duke,” "football jinx," “mom jeans,” “sexual napalm…” and more. Open Book is an
opportunity to laugh and cry with a close friend, one that will inspire you to live
your best, most authentic life, now that she is finally living hers.

Becoming
Sixteen-year-old Caitlin struggles with her feelings about her best friend's
pregnancy, boys who tempt her to break her vow not to date, non-Christian
friends, and what God may be calling her to do with her life.

The ONE Thing
I can't believe I fell for it. It was still dark when I woke up this morning. As soon as
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my eyes opened I knew where I was. A low-ceilinged rectangular building made
entirely of whitewashed concrete. There are six little rooms along the main
corridor. There are no windows. No doors. The elevator is the only way in or out.
What's he going to do to me? What am I going to do? People are really quite
simple, and they have simple needs. Food, water, light, space, privacy. Maybe a
small measure of dignity. A bit of freedom. What happens when someone simply
takes all that away?

The Diary of a Teenage Girl
Reading Notes To Myself is one of those rare experiences that comes only once in
a great while. The editor who discovered the book said, "When I first read Prather's
manuscript it was late at night and I was tired, but by the time I finished it, I felt
rested and alive. Since then I've reread it many times and it says even more to me
now." The book serves as a beginning for the reader's exploration of his or her own
life and as a treasury of thoughtful and insightful reminders.

Wild Game
Griffin turned himself into a black man to experience the sting of prejudice
firsthand.

Meant to Be
Kim’s World Turns Upside Down When Kim’s mom is diagnosed with cancer,
Natalie steps in, as true friends will do, to round up hundreds of people to pray for
Mrs. Peterson’s healing. Her health begins to improve, and Kim’s love life begins to
flourish…but with a non-Christian. Natalie warns Kim to break off the relationship,
but is that just because she’s jealous? Or is God trying to speak to Kim through
Natalie’s counsel? When her mom’s health suddenly declines again, Kim blames
herself. Maybe she never should have become involved with Matthew, especially
as she’s tempted to give in to his pressure to have sex. Kim’s faith is hanging in
the balance. She wants to believe that prayer will prevail, but the obstacles seem
so big… Thursday, December 29 My dad and I are both feeling a little torn about
Mom right now. On one hand, we all act like everything is just peachy, perfectly
normal. But at the same time, it’s like we’re walking on eggshells too. Like we’re all
thinking the same thing–is this our last Christmas all together? Kim Peterson’s
mom has stage four ovarian cancer, and Kim’s done enough research online to
know the odds are dismal. But Kim and her best friend, Natalie McCabe, and a lot
of other people are praying that God will heal her mom. Kim’s mom makes her
promise that she’ll continue with life as normal: Nat, youth group, violin, her Just
Ask Jamie newspaper column, even hanging out with Matthew. But how can life be
normal with cancer hanging over your head like a dark cloud? And then she’s
getting flak from Natalie because Matthew’s not a Christian, and Nat’s afraid he’ll
drag Kim down. But Nat’s dating life isn’t exactly smooth sailing, either. Both girls
are praying a lot–and waiting to find out what’s meant to be. Reader’s guide
included Story Behind the Book “My teenage years remain vivid in my mind. It was
a turbulent time, full of sharp contrasts–love and hate, pain and pleasure, trust and
doubt. Then, just as I reached my peak of questioning, rebelling, and seeking, I
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found God. And I found Him in a really big way! My life turned completely around
and has, thankfully, never turned back. Hopefully this story will touch and change
hearts–speaking to teen girls right where they live, reminding readers that God is
alive and well and ready to be intimately involved in their lives right now!” –Melody
Carlson

Educating Esmé
What's your journey of becoming? Based on Michelle Obama's bestselling memoir,
this gorgeous journal features an intimate and inspiring introduction by the former
First Lady and thought-provoking questions and prompts to help you discover-and
rediscover-your story. 'It's not about being perfect. It's not about where you get
yourself in the end. There's power in allowing yourself to be known and heard, in
owning your unique story, in using your authentic voice. And there's grace in being
willing to know and hear others. This, for me, is how we become.' - Michelle Obama
In publishing Becoming, a work of deep reflection and mesmerizing storytelling,
Michelle Obama shared her own extraordinary journey to help create space for
others to tell their stories, to give people the courage to discover the power of their
own voice, and to widen the pathway for who belongs and why. This guided journal
presents inspiring questions and quotes from the book to help you reflect on your
personal and family history, your goals, challenges, and dreams, what moves you
and brings you hope, and what future you imagine for yourself and your
community. Above all, these pages help you capture your own voice and journey
so you can nurture your sense of belonging.

Becoming Reverend
Meet Woody. Former journalist. Die-hard Oasis fan. High energy. Low sperm count.
Training to be a vicar. Obviously. Matt Woodcock's frank, funny real-life diaries
reveal what it was like for him to train as a vicar while struggling against all odds
to become a father. In them he lays bare his joys and struggles as he attempts to
reconcile his calling as a vicar with his life as a party-loving journalist, footy-freak
and incorrigible extrovert. Becoming Reverend is a compelling and original account
of how faith can work in the midst of a messy life, combining family, fertility, faith
and friendship with the story of a divine - but unlikely - calling.

Dreams from My Father
• More than 500 appearances on national bestseller lists • #1 Wall Street Journal,
New York Times, and USA Today • Won 12 book awards • Translated into 35
languages • Voted Top 100 Business Book of All Time on Goodreads People are
using this simple, powerful concept to focus on what matters most in their personal
and work lives. Companies are helping their employees be more productive with
study groups, training, and coaching. Sales teams are boosting sales. Churches are
conducting classes and recommending for their members. By focusing their energy
on one thing at a time people are living more rewarding lives by building their
careers, strengthening their finances, losing weight and getting in shape,
deepening their faith, and nurturing stronger marriages and personal relationships.
YOU WANT LESS. You want fewer distractions and less on your plate. The daily
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barrage of e-mails, texts, tweets, messages, and meetings distract you and stress
you out. The simultaneous demands of work and family are taking a toll. And
what's the cost? Second-rate work, missed deadlines, smaller paychecks, fewer
promotions--and lots of stress. AND YOU WANT MORE. You want more productivity
from your work. More income for a better lifestyle. You want more satisfaction from
life, and more time for yourself, your family, and your friends. NOW YOU CAN HAVE
BOTH — LESS AND MORE. In The ONE Thing, you'll learn to * cut through the
clutter * achieve better results in less time * build momentum toward your goal*
dial down the stress * overcome that overwhelmed feeling * revive your energy *
stay on track * master what matters to you The ONE Thing delivers extraordinary
results in every area of your life--work, personal, family, and spiritual. WHAT'S
YOUR ONE THING?

Go Ask Alice
"Strongly recommended a deftly written memoir that will hold the reader's rapt
attention from beginning to end." -Midwest Book Review "Her ability to
authentically capture the bewilderment and pain of dislocation through a child's
eyes - including the disharmony in her immediate family - makes for engaging
reading that will resonate with young adults everywhere." -Beth B. Cohen, Ph.D.,
author of Case Closed: Holocaust Survivors in America, 1946-1954 Six-year-old Ilse
watches Nazi soldiers march down her street in Vienna, Austria. It is the beginning
of an odyssey that will take her to Riga, Latvia, and finally to Portland, Oregon.
Becoming Alice chronicles her Jewish family's harrowing escape and struggle as
immigrants to fit into the American landscape. The added problems of growing up
within a troubled family cloud her childhood and adolescence. Ilse changes her
name to Alice. Not until she moves into a boarding house in Berkeley, surrounded
by girls from a patchwork of cultures, does she make peace with her true identity.
Becoming Alice brilliantly showcases Rene's triumph over adversity, identity crisis,
and the sometimes debilitating power of family ties.

It's My Life
Sliding into the Rabbit Hole… Would She Ever Return? On the surface, Alice Laxton
seems no different from any other college girl: bright, inquisitive, excited about the
life ahead of her. But for years, a genetic time bomb has been ticking away.
Because of Alice’s near-genius intelligence, teachers and counselors have always
made excuses for her “little idiosyncrasies.” But during a stress-filled senior year at
college, a new world of voices, visions, and unexplainable “knowledge” causes
Alice to begin to lose her grip on reality. As Alice’s schizophrenia progresses, she
experiences a disturbing religious “awakening,” believing that God and angels and
demons are speaking to her. When others attempt to intervene, Alice is subjected
to a wide range of “treatments” even more frightening and painful than her illness.
Powerfully raw and brutally honest, Finding Alice is a story of individual suffering
and hope, a family’s shared ordeal, and a search for true mental and spiritual
healing.

Anne Frank's Tales from the Secret Annex
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In the US edition of this international bestseller, Adam Kay channels Henry Marsh
and David Sedaris to tell us the "darkly funny" (The New Yorker) -- and sometimes
horrifying -- truth about life and work in a hospital. Welcome to 97-hour weeks.
Welcome to life and death decisions. Welcome to a constant tsunami of bodily
fluids. Welcome to earning less than the hospital parking meter. Wave goodbye to
your friends and relationships. Welcome to the life of a first-year doctor. Scribbled
in secret after endless days, sleepless nights and missed weekends, comedian and
former medical resident Adam Kay's This Is Going to Hurt provides a no-holdsbarred account of his time on the front lines of medicine. Hilarious, horrifying and
heartbreaking by turns, this is everything you wanted to know -- and more than a
few things you didn't -- about life on and off the hospital ward. And yes, it may
leave a scar.

A Not-So-Simple Life
Fifteen-year-old Maya Stark seems to have it all–fame, fortune, a Beverly Hills
lifestyle, and an eighties pop star dad who’s making a comeback. But looks can be
deceiving, and on the inside, Maya is miserable. Her parents are divorced, her dad
is away on tour, and being biracial, she struggles with her identity. Then, to make
matters worse, her mother has returned to using drugs and is quickly depleting
their finances. In a plan to become emancipated from her messed-up mom, Maya
takes a job on Rodeo Drive. Selling designer clothes compromises Maya’s earthfriendly “green girl” values, but she is desperate. Just when Maya thinks she’s got
it all worked out, her life caves in. Her mom “embezzles” Maya’s savings and is
later arrested on DUI and cocaine possession charges and is facing jail time. With
nowhere to live, Maya is sent to spend the summer with her relatives. In the
collision of two very different worlds, Maya must figure out where she fits in–or
does she fit in at all? From the Trade Paperback edition.

On My Own
Their paths to God’s purpose led them together. Many know the heroic story of Jim
Elliot’s violent death in 1956, killed along with four other missionaries by a
primitive Ecuadorian tribe they were seeking to reach. Many also know the prolific
legacy of Elisabeth Elliot, whose inspiring influence on generations of believers
through print, broadcast, and personal testimony continues to resonate, even after
her own death in 2015. What many don’t know is the remarkable story of how
these two stalwart personalities—single-mindedly devoted to pursuing God’s will
for their young lives, certain their future callings would require them to sacrifice
forever the blessings of marriage—found their hearts intertwined. Their paths to
God’s purpose led them together. Now, for the first time, their only child—daughter
Valerie Elliot Shepard—unseals never-before-published letters and private journals
that capture in first-person intimacy the attraction, struggle, drama, and devotion
that became a most unlikely love story. Riveting for old and young alike, this
moving account of their personal lives shines as a gold mine of lived-out truth,
hard-fought purity, and an insider’s view on two beloved Christian figures.

Face the Music
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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF ESSENCE’S 50 MOST IMPACTFUL
BLACK BOOKS OF THE PAST 50 YEARS In this iconic memoir of his early days,
Barack Obama “guides us straight to the intersection of the most serious questions
of identity, class, and race” (The Washington Post Book World). “Quite
extraordinary.”—Toni Morrison In this lyrical, unsentimental, and compelling
memoir, the son of a black African father and a white American mother searches
for a workable meaning to his life as a black American. It begins in New York,
where Barack Obama learns that his father—a figure he knows more as a myth
than as a man—has been killed in a car accident. This sudden death inspires an
emotional odyssey—first to a small town in Kansas, from which he retraces the
migration of his mother’s family to Hawaii, and then to Kenya, where he meets the
African side of his family, confronts the bitter truth of his father’s life, and at last
reconciles his divided inheritance. Praise for Dreams from My Father “Beautifully
crafted . . . moving and candid . . . This book belongs on the shelf beside works like
James McBride’s The Color of Water and Gregory Howard Williams’s Life on the
Color Line as a tale of living astride America’s racial categories.”—Scott Turow
“Provocative . . . Persuasively describes the phenomenon of belonging to two
different worlds, and thus belonging to neither.”—The New York Times Book
Review “Obama’s writing is incisive yet forgiving. This is a book worth
savoring.”—Alex Kotlowitz, author of There Are No Children Here “One of the most
powerful books of self-discovery I’ve ever read, all the more so for its illuminating
insights into the problems not only of race, class, and color, but of culture and
ethnicity. It is also beautifully written, skillfully layered, and paced like a good
novel.”—Charlayne Hunter-Gault, author of In My Place “Dreams from My Father is
an exquisite, sensitive study of this wonderful young author’s journey into
adulthood, his search for community and his place in it, his quest for an
understanding of his roots, and his discovery of the poetry of human life.
Perceptive and wise, this book will tell you something about yourself whether you
are black or white.”—Marian Wright Edelman

Just Ask
Who Do You Ask When You Don’t Have the Answers? What’s a girl to do when
caught between a rock and a hard place? The “hard place” is losing the use of her
beloved car, and the “rock” is her immovable dad. In order to regain driving
privileges, Kim Peterson’s dad talks her into writing an advice column for teens in
his newspaper. Kim reluctantly agrees and writes under a pen name. But as she
reads letters from peers and friends, she becomes keenly aware of two things: (1)
Some kids have it way worse than her, and (2) she does not have all the answers!
Who can she turn to? Thursday, September 1 I’ve been saving for my own car, but
my parents decided that I can only get a car if I keep a clean driving record. That
means absolutely NO tickets—period—nada. And the policeman said he’d clocked
me going 72 in a 55 mile zone. Oops. When Kim Peterson gets a speeding ticket,
her dad offers her a way to retain her driving privileges. If she’ll write the
anonymous teen advice column for his newspaper, she can still get a car. So Kim
becomes “Jamie” of “Just Ask Jamie.” No big deal, she thinks. She answers letters
about stuff that’s everyday and stuff that’s not: parents, piercings, dating, drugs,
depression, and people who are just users. Nothing Kim can’t handle. But when a
classmate is killed, the letters turn to questions about life, death, and what it all
means. And Kim starts to wonder if she really does have all the answers—and if
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not, where to find them. The Christian faith of her adoptive family? The Buddhism
of her Korean heritage? Who can she turn to—to just ask? Story Behind the Book
“My teenage years remain vivid in my mind. It was a turbulent time full of sharp
contrasts—love and hate, pain and pleasure, trust and doubt. Then, just as I
reached my peak of questioning, rebelling, and seeking, I found God. And I found
Him in a really big way! My life turned completely around and has, thankfully,
never turned back. Hopefully this story will touch and change hearts—speaking to
teen girls right where they live, reminding readers that God is alive and well and
ready to be intimately involved in their lives right now! ”
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